Holiday in the Country - Tamworth

Sat - 3elsjs, flat Stanely went to a Country Village - called Manilla - he did the music for Line Dancing on Computer with Kath - then we went to a property for a horse ride -
tried to catch fish -
fatted the Black Cat - with Coccina
Fed the pigeons - the Parrot - then he was picking Vegetables
On Sunday - 31/5/15
Flat Stanley went to a June Dance Social. He helped Chris with the music - he danced with Nana’s Bella.

Wed - 3/6/15 -
He went out for lunch - with Colly & Moz - he loved Chipo's. Then we went out to the Golden Guitar - he had a photo with Nanny & Poppy - he also Sat on a horse made of all Wire - had a photo next to Cowboy.
Wed 3/6/15
Flat Stanley went to Animal Park - he had a photo taken with birds - Kangaroos & a Cockatoo had a bite of Stanley band- so we had to put a Band-aid on it.

Sat - 6/6/15 - Stanley went on a Motor Bike ride with Pappy - in the afternoon he went for a walk & saw the Statue of Slim Dusty - he sat on his lap.
6/6/15 Stanley went up to Ronald McDonald House where Nancy volunteers & had a photo with Ronald McDonald.